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Ladbrokes Coral, delivering product more predictably. 

Ladbrokes Coral adopts the Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) to align the newly 

merged company.  

SITUATION 

In 2016 Ladbrokes and Coral merged creating Britain’s 

largest bookmaker with nearly 4000 retail betting shops 

and over 30,000 employees.  

Following the merger, there was a single company 

operating as numerous different brands (Ladbrokes, Coral, 

Gala, BetDaq, Sportium, EuroBet…) 

This new large entity, meant there were many programme 

level backlogs each fighting for priority over the newly 

formed shared development teams. 

There were teams with different levels of development 

knowledge, some using Agile, some waterfall and most 

using a hybrid of the two. 

Although many of these teams were working in sprints, the 

cadence varied across projects, and even across teams 

operating within the same projects. 

There was a centralised test effort, all work “done” by the 

teams was batched due to a complex branching strategy 

and underwent serial testing and left to right handoffs. 

Marketing teams were unable to plan future campaigns 

due to a lack of visibility and a culture of late delivery. 

This was underpinned by a culture of command and 

control. 

 Agilicist didn't just change our practices, they 

changed our culture.  
                                                                  Gary Gallagher 

                                                                        Director of Product 

 

 

About Ladbrokes Coral 

 Ladbrokes Coral (LCG) is the largest 

bookmaker in Britain 

 Nearly 4000 retail betting shops and 

over 30,000 employees 

 London, England 

 www.ladbrokes.com 

www.coral.co.uk 

Objectives 

 Enable predictable delivery of 

online sportsbook product features 

 Uncover and visualise cross-team 

dependencies  

 Align development practices across 

brands and suppliers 

Approach 

 Implemented the Scaled agile 

framework to align the business and 

software development 

Results 

 Delivery predictability increased to 

88% of planned value 

 Gross Gaming Revenue (GGR) 

increased by 60.5% 

 Number of sports betting stakes 

increased by 19% 

 NGR growth rates across Ladbrokes 

and Coral brands significantly 

greater than the competition 

 96% of staff prefer working with the 

new process 

http://www.ladbrokes.com/
http://www.coral.co.uk/
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CHALLENGE 

In the face of growing regulation and an increasingly fast moving betting and gaming 

market, Ladbrokes Coral needed a development framework where teams were optimised 

for predictable delivery and the different digital pipelines were aligned to provide a single 

view of the business’ strategic priorities. 

In addition, LCG sought alignment with their various suppliers to cultivate a stronger 

supplier/customer relationship and ensure dependencies were captured and planned early. 

ACTIONS 

Agilicist consultants and trainers recommended the Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) to 

integrate development practices and align business processes across all brands.   

After an initial fortnight of interviews across key team members from development, delivery, 

product and the sponsors, Agilicist created the following implementation: 

● Agilicist trainers, trained and certified key leadership staff from Ladbrokes Coral to 

create a guiding coalition of leadership to act as advocates.   

Although the teams on the ground were ready for change, it was important that 

leadership not only accepted and understood the new process, but were actively 

invested in driving it forward. 

 

● Pilot ART (Agile Release Train) launched for the Digital business 

This initial train comprised six teams (four development teams and two supplier teams).  

These teams were chosen as they already worked together in small-scale agile and 

had a single pipeline of work. Starting small with the objective of scaling incrementally 

allowed room for experimentation to understand what worked and what didn’t. 
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● Training for Teams conducted across the UK, Gibraltar, Sweden, Israel and Greece 

After the pilot was successful, certified training was rolled out across the other brands 

with the plan to create ARTs for each value stream. 

 

● Key suppliers were actively brought into the process and trained. 

Rather than operating with a separate process to suppliers, suppliers were brought ‘in-

house’ and so a collaborative culture began to emerge. Both LCG teams and supplier 

teams worked together throughout delivery using the same way of working. 

 

● Large scale quarterly big room planning events initiated 

The audience in the room at these sessions was made up of everyone who had a 

vested interest in the outcomes of product development work. Teams, suppliers, 

internal and external stakeholders through to the Exec sponsors were all brought in.  

This mix ensured maximum collaboration across the digital estate and allowed for  

fast decision making which In the previous corporate culture could drag on for  

weeks or months. 

 

● Further ARTs spun up across four values streams 

As word spread around the business there was a strong desire for other areas to work 

in the same way. Further trains were implemented across the casino, bingo and retail 

streams. 
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● Prioritisation based on economic outcomes 

introduced 

By utilising cost of delay to surface assumptions 

and provide focus on what was valuable and 

urgent, the organisation was able to prioritise in 

a more economic manner as opposed to the 

previous approach of prioritisation by politics. 

 

● Cross-organisation cultural change 

established 

Right from the beginning, a people-first 

philosophy was championed. Through 

collaboration across former silos, the teams 

and leadership defined how best to achieve 

their outcomes together. The creation of self-

organising teams with local decision making 

encouraged a fun, innovative and high 

performing environment. 

RESULTS 

 

*400 people surveyed across both Digital Agile Release Trains and 4 suppliers. 

 

- Net Gaming Revenue growth rates across Ladbrokes and Coral brands significantly 

greater than the competition 

- Coral with market leading growth in number of stakes placed in sports betting (up 19% 

in Q3 2018) 

 
 

 

Delivery predictability 

increased to 88% within 

one year 

Gross Gaming Revenue increased 

by 60.5% versus previous year 

96% of staff prefer 

working with the new 

process* 


